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(+ 11.9%) - two categories which 

hit close to home for most con-

sumers. Further, U.S. households’ 

expectations for future inflation 

have also risen to unprecedented 

levels, at 6.6% over the next year 

and 3.9% over the next three 

years, according to the New York 

Fed. This expectation is well 

above the Fed's 2% target. 

The month of May proved to be a 

short but uneven respite from the 

selling pressures that have 

plagued markets since the begin-

ning of the year. On the one 

hand, the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average eked out a small gain of 

0.04% for the month while the 

broader S&P 500 index ended 

virtually flat. In contrast, the tech-

heavy Nasdaq index continues to 

lose favor with investors, drop-

ping 2.1% in May. Crypto assets 

have exemplified this risk-off 

attitude more dramatically, with 

Bitcoin losing 15.7% (from 

$37,714.88 in April down to 

$31,792.31 by the end of May). 

In other markets, signals continue 

to be confusing. For instance, 

inflation and geopolitics are 

clearly impacting the price of oil. 

NY Mercantile Exchange crude 

oil prices rose from $104.69/

barrel at the end of April to 

$114.67/barrel by May 31. At the 

same time, the 10-year Treasury 

bond yield fell from 2.887% at 

the end of April to 2.844% at 

May’s close. Further, gold—which 

tends to rise with geopolitical 

instability—fell from $1,909.30/oz 

to $1,842.70/oz in the month. 

Inflation readings surged in May 

to 8.6% over the prior year, a 40-

year high. This unexpected read-

ing was driven by sharp increases 

in energy (+ 34.6%) and groceries 
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In May, the Fed raised interest 

rates by a half percentage point to 

a range of 0.75%-1.00% and indi-

cated that they were prepared to 

raise rates by another half per-

centage point at their meeting in 

early June. With inflation run-

ning persistently hot, though, 

many investors now wonder 

whether a 75 basis point increase 

is on the table. In this case, the 

Fed may be in a ‘lose-lose’ situa-

tion. If they raise rates too high, 

they risk tipping our economy 

into a recession. If not, they risk 

inflation spiraling out of control.  

As the perceived risks to investors 

rise, U.S. Treasury rates are 

clearly anticipating the Fed and 

moving up in June (see graph in 

this column). This has weighed 

on markets and even induced 

what I see as a bit of panic selling 

recently. The weeks ahead will be 

tough to stay invested, but as a 

contrarian, I see opportunities to 

start picking up yield here and to 

focus on commodities and quality 

stocks for the eventual recovery. 
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May 2022 Market 
Update 

Special points of 

interest: 

 Markets in May saw a 

short but uneven respite 

from selling pressures, 

although risk assets 

continued to sell off. 

 Inflation surged in May 

to a 40-year high of 8.6% 

over the prior year and 

expectations for future 

inflation are rising. 

 Investors are now as-

sessing the possibilities 

for a 75 basis point 

increase in rates in 

June. 

 This is a tough investing 

environment, but I do 

see opportunities for 

higher yields and quality 

stocks now. 
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Disclaimers: 

This publication has been prepared by Marco Rimassa, CFP® , CFA.  The author certifies that the views 

expressed in this publication reflect the author’s current personal views about the investments or market/

economic conditions described in this report.  The author also certifies that there has not been, is not, and 

will not be direct or indirect compensation from any of the sources or investments described in this 

publication for expressing the specific recommendation(s) and view(s) in this publication. 

This publication does not constitute an offer or solicitation of any transaction in any securities referred to 

herein.  Any recommendation contained in this report may not be suitable for all investors.  Although the 

information contained herein has been obtained from recognized services, issuer reports or 

communications, or other services and sources believed to be reliable, its accuracy or completeness 

cannot be guaranteed.  Any opinions, estimates, or projections expressed herein may assume economic, 

industry, and political conditions and/or current conditions at the time of issuance, which are subject to 

change.  Any quoted price or value is as of the last trading session unless otherwise noted.   

This information is being furnished to you for informational purposes only, and on the condition that it 

will not form a primary basis for any investment decision.  Investors must make their own determination 

of the appropriateness of an investment in any securities referred to herein based on the legal, tax, and 

accounting considerations applicable to such investors and their investing strategy.  By virtue of this 

publication, neither the author nor any owners, employees, or affiliated personnel shall be responsible for 

any investment decisions based upon any of the information included herein.   


